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Revision Published to Starter Bundle Release Notes 

E2 V1 December 18, 2020 See List of Improvements below for details. Please 
note: there may be more minor corrections than 
what’s listed here. 

E1 V4 August 19, 2020 1. Elimination of Questions from Content 
Repository that are not being used in any 
Lesson or Assignments. 

2. Between 08/19/20 and 12/16/20, a number of 
patches have been applied to the pack, listed 
below under E2 V1 Improvements. 

E1 V3 July 23, 2020 Minor bug fixes. 

E1 V2 July 8, 2020 Addition of Units 7 and 8. 

E1 V1 June 24, 2020 Original publication of Units 1-6. 



 

 

List of improvement in E2 V1: 
 
UNITS 
 

 

Lesson Question or Text Page Notes 

Lesson 1a  1a1c-Geometry of Rn  Fixed: The diagram is valid only if you swap around 

v & w. I.e. it should read w-v 

Planes in R^n  Fixed: Example 2. Typo in the solution. Should be 

[0,-4,3] not [0,-4,-1]. 

Lines in R^n  Question 1a3b-Planes in Rn: 
 

Feedback fixed:  In the line AC=C-A the wrong 

vector was used for C. In the second last equation, 

the vector [-1,2,0] should have been [-1,-2,0]. 

Lesson 1b  Cross Product  Fixed: Typo in solution of Exercise 2 (subscript u 

should be replaced with subscript 2). 

Lesson 1c  Vector Projections 

 

Question 1c1dVectorProjections fixed:  

 

This question gives vectors v and u and asks to 

compute the projection of u onto v. Such 

calculation involves the square of the norm of v in 

a denominator. Instead, it seems the automatic 

answer is coded with the square of the norm of u. 

The correct formula is projection of u onto v = 

(u.v/norm(v)^2)*v 

Lesson 1d  More Practice  Question Q2m-expressions-well-defined: 
 

Fixed incorrect answer 

Lesson 2b  Augmented and Coefficient 

Matrices 

Fixed: Typos in coefficients in Definitions section. 

For augmented matrix and coefficient matrix 

definitions, second row of the matrix had incorrect 

subscripts.  



 

 

 

(Reduced) Row Echelon Form  Fixed: Example 5: Typo: "four unknowns" --> "three 

unknowns" 

Lesson 2c  Homogeneous and 

Non-Homogeneous Systems 

Fixed: Example 7, Typo in last line -6 in last vector 

component --> -3 

Lesson 3d  Matrix Multiplication  Text above Example 7: Fixed typo in "transposing" 

Lesson 4d  Coordinates in a Standard Basis  Subscript of last element in the set {v_1,...,v_n} 

changed to v_k in three instances. Also t_n --> t_k 

Fixed throughout lesson: B --> \mathcal{B} 

Coordinates in a non-standard 

basis -> Exercise 2 

Also fixed in lesson 4d. 

Question 

4d2d-Coordinates-in-a-Non-Standard-Basis fixed: 

 

R^n in question statement changed to 

R^{$n_value} 

Lesson 4e  Change of basis matrix  Fixed Example 1: In the solution, the vectors on 

the LHS for the second and third steps were 

incorrect 

Lesson 5a  Subspaces of R^n  Fixed in Example 1 part b: Vector sum was 

incorrect in the solution 

Fixed in Example 4: The word "is" appeared twice 

Lesson 5b  Dimension  Fixed in Example 3: Error in the rearranging step 

of the solution 

Lesson 5c  Fundamental Subspaces of a Matrix  Definition of row space fixed: "given be the 

vectors" → "given by the vectors" 

Fix in Example 2: Vector addition was incorrect. 

Lesson 6b  Matrix of a Linear Mapping  Question 

6b1h2^-Matrix-of-a-Linear-Mapping-pool: 
 

Fixed typo in feedback. Matrix A was 3x2 instead 

of 2x3 



 

 

 

Lesson 6c 

and Lesson 

6g 

Operations on Linear Mappings  Question 

6c1d1^-Operations-on-Linear-Mappings-pool 

fixed:  

 

Corrected $Ans11 to 

$Ans11=maple("MathML[ExportPresentation](($a1)*

x[2]+($a2)*x[3])"); in Maple algorithm  

  Operations on Linear Mappings  Proof of Property 3, theorem 3: "ca" changed to 

"can" in second paragraph 

  Invertible linear mappings  Paragraph before example 1: Typo fixed in 

"definition"  

Lesson 6d  Function Basics  Fix in Surjective Function: In both images, element 

a_4 needed to be mapped to element b_3. Also 

updated alt texts. 

Lesson 6e  Injective, Surjective, and Bijective 

Linear Mappings 

Typo fixed in Proof of Theorem 2: ker(T) → ker(L) 

in last line of proof 

Lesson 6f  Special Mappings: Projections  Bug fix in Exercise 2: Maple was subtracting the 

2x2 matrix with entries all equal to 1 instead of 

the identity matrix 

Special Mappings: Reflections  Typo fixed in Example 1 part b: negative sign 

missing in front of e_1 and e_2 

Lesson 7a  Determinants and Adjugates for 

nxn matrices 

Fixed: Example 1:  the bottom right hand entry of 

A should be 4 instead of 1. 

Lesson 7d  Area of a Parallelogram  Typo fixed in first paragraph and Theorem 1: 

There was a typo in the point C 

Bug fix in Exercise 4: Question was broken. 

Displaying some incorrect solutions. 

Volume of a Parallelepiped  Question 7d2d1 - Volume of a Parallelepiped 

(pool): 
 

Added instructions: "Do not enter decimals; use 

fractions instead." 



 

 

 
QUIZZES 
 

 

Question 7d2d2 - Volume of a Parallelepiped 

(pool): 
 

Added instructions: "Do not enter decimals; use 

fractions instead." 

Lesson 8c  Diagonalization  Question 8c1d-Diagonalization-pool fixed: 

 

The matrix P is made up of eigenvectors of the 

given matrix--any scalar multiple of an eigenvector 

should be acceptable as a column of P. 

Quiz Question Notes 

Quiz 1, 1b  Given vector equation, find scalar 

equation 

Added answer input instructions. 

Vector-Eq-Line-given-P-Q-R3  Instructions added to make it clear for students 

how to use palette. 

Quiz 1, 1c  Distance from point to plane.  Instructions changed to make it clear for students 

how to input the answer. 

Evaluate proj w onto v + proj w 

onto u 

Instructions added to use fractions. 

projection of u perpendicular to 

v-R3 

Instructions added to use fractions. 

1c- projection of a vector onto a 

plane given vector equation of 

plane 

The response area was changed to 2D palette. 

 

Quiz 2, 2c  Solution-System-3eq-3unknown  Fixed: Should tell the student to use column vectors. 

Answer is incorrect (tested with Maple). 

System-3eq-5unknown  Fixed: Answer was incorrect (tested with Maple) 

Quiz 4, 4c  Change of basis-R3 - Clone  Fixed broken question 



 

 

 

  4c1f-Basis - Clone  Fixed: missing printf of answer 

Quiz 4, 4d  4d2d-Coordinates-in-a-Non-Standar

d-Basis - Clone 

Fixed: missing printf of answer 

  Span-Fill1  Fixed: missing printf of answer 

  Coordinate vector-Fill1  Fixed: Feedback doesn't match. Authors 

recommend removing this question. 

Quiz 5  Orthogonal-MC1  Fixed: Orthogonal should be Orthonormal or the 

solution does not make sense. 

  5b2g1^-Orthogonal and 

Orthonormal Sets and Bases-pool 

Fixed: Answer and solution were incorrect. The 

vectors are not orthonormal. Question also used in 

Lessons 5b and 5d. 

Quiz6, 6b  6b1h2^-Matrix-of-a-Linear-Mapping

-pool 

Fixed: In feedback A should be 2x3 – as it is now 

Matrix A can't be multiplied with Matrix([[1], [0], 

[0]]) 

Quiz6, 6c  6c1d1^- 

Operations-on-Linear-Mappings-po

ol 

Corrected $Ans11 to 

$Ans11=maple("MathML[ExportPresentation](($a1)*

x[2]+($a2)*x[3])"); in Maple algorithm 

  09M. Find matrix of refl(a,b,c)  Fixed: different (numeric) answer region for 

matrix entry 

Quiz 7  7d, Q13- Maple.  Removed header and feedback 

  7d2d1 Volume of Parallelepiped 

(pool) 

Updated question instructions so students don't enter 

decimals. Fixed versions attached. 

  7a2h2^Determinants-and-Adjugate

s-forn×n-Matrices-pool 

Fixed: In the feedback, there is a rectangular box 

around one of the rows of calculation. 



 

 

 
 

 

  7b1b2-Finding-Determinants-via-R

ow-Reduction 

Fixed: With certain random values, there is a 

mistake in the solution. When the question swaps 

columns, the solution still says swap "rows" 

  7e1b3^Cramers-Rule-pool  Fixed: In the feedback, there is double minus sign 

(2bc -40) in the first calculation 

Quiz 8  3x3 Find P that diagonalizes A-2  Fixed: The correct answer is not graded correctly. 

The answer in the solution is correct. 

  8d1b^-Application-to-Matrix-Power

s 

Instructions added not to use a comma for the 

large number. 

  Calculate A<sup>k</sup>  Fixed: The answer is incorrect. It seems to have 

been transposed. Also, need to add an instruction 

not to enter commas 


